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Cycle safety
Learning objectives

•	For children to understand what constitutes safe and unsafe behaviour for cyclists and how to be as safe as 
possible on a bike

•	For children to understand how cycle training can help to minimise the risk of cycling

•	For children to know the importance of high visibility clothing, wearing a cycle helmet, using lights at night,  
and keeping their cycle in good working order 

Vocabulary to be developed

Traffic,	cycle,	cyclist,	pedestrian,	high-visibility,	fluorescent,	reflective,	cause,	witness,	statement,	report,	safety,	
training, helmet, campaign, storyboard, road sign, hazard, warning, orders, directions, signal, crash, incident.

Curriculum links

England: National Curriculum Key Stage 2 and 3

Activity 1 Key Stage 2

•	Citizenship/PSHE 

•	English En1: 2a, 2c, 3a, 4a, 4b, 4c

Key Stage 3

•	Citizenship/PSHE:

Activity 2 Key Stage 2

•	Citizenship/PSHE 

•	English En1: 1c, 2a, 2b, 2e, 3a;  En3: 1a, 1c, 9a

•	 ICT

Key Stage 3

•	Citizenship/PSHE

•	English: 1.2, 2.1, 2.3, 3.1, 4.1, 4.3

•	 ICT
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Activity 3 Key Stage 2

•	Citizenship/PSHE

•	English	En1:	1c,	2a,	2b,	2e,	3a;	En3:	1a-e,	9c

•	 ICT

•	Art: 1c, 2a, 2b, 2c, 3a

Key Stage 3

•	Citizenship/PSHE

•	English: 1.2a, 1.2b, 1.2c, 1.2d

•	 ICT

•	Art 1.1a, 1.1b

Activity 4 Key Stage 2

•	Citizenship/PSHE

•	English En1: 1e, 3d

Key Stage 3

Citizenship/PSHE

•	English: 1.1a, 1.1e

Extension 
Activities

Key Stage 2

•	Citizenship/PSHE

•	English En1: 2b, 2e

•	 ICT

Key Stage 3

•	Citizenship/PSHE

•	English: 1.1a, 1.1c, 1.1e

•	 ICT

Resources required

THINK! resources can be downloaded or ordered from the THINK! Resource Centre at  
http://think.direct.gov.uk/resource-centre

School Key Stage 2

•	A digital projector and screen

•	Computers with internet access/PowerPoint

•	Pens and paper
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THINK! •	Video: Amir’s story (Ref: TRC130)

•	Game: Crash scene investigation (Ref: TRC080)

•	Three activity sheets which can be downloaded or use an internet link:

•	Activity sheet: Amir’s story (Ref: TRC048)

•	Activity sheet: Make an ad campaign (Ref: TRC057)

•	Activity sheet: Sign language (Ref: TRC062)

•	PowerPoint: Road signs (Ref: TRC123)

•	Home-link	sheet:	‘Ready	to	ride?’	(Ref:	TRC108)

Activity 1: Amir’s story

A short video clip introducing pupils to Amir, who was hit by a car door that opened suddenly while he was cycling.

Time •	30-40	minutes

Resources •	A digital projector and screen connected to the internet

•	Activity sheet: Amir’s story (Ref: TRC048)

•	Video: Amir’s story (Ref: TRC130)

Show the children the Amir’s story video, which tells the story of an 11 year old boy who goes for a ride on the new 
bike he has been given for his birthday. He rides too close to some parked cars and is hit by a car door which is 
opened suddenly. He is taken to hospital with minor injuries and misses the evening cinema that was planned for 
him. Amir regrets not using the cycle route which he could have taken.

Talk about the video, ensuring that the children know what happened in the story and understand the cause of the 
crash along with its consequences. Questions to discuss might include: 
•	Why	was	Amir	riding	his	bike	that	day?

•	What	did	Amir	do	right?

•	What	made	him	decide	to	go	along	that	particular	route?

•	How	did	the	crash	happen?

•	What	could	Amir	have	done	to	avoid	the	crash?

•	Were	there	any	consequences	to	this	event?

Drama can also be used to respond to the story: 
•	Hot-seating:	choose	a	volunteer	to	take	on	the	role	of	the	person	who	opened	the	car	door.	How	did	it	happen?

•	Role-play	in	groups:	in	pairs	children	can	take	on	and	swap	the	roles	of	Amir	and	a	police	officer	interviewing	him	
about how the events of that day.

Alternatively, use the Amir’s story activity sheet.
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Activity 2: Cash scene investigation

The	children	take	on	the	role	of	police	officer	to	investigate	what	might	have	caused	a	crash	involving	a	cyclist.

Time •	20	minutes	to	introduce	the	game	and	30-40	minutes	for	children	to	work	on	the	activity	
in groups 

Resources •	Computers with internet access

•	Pens and paper

•	Game: Crash scene investigation (Ref: TRC080)

In	this	online	activity	children	take	on	the	role	of	a	police	officer	investigating	a	minor	road	crash	involving	a	
pedestrian and a cyclist. The player is presented with a scenario showing the crash just after it has happened, 
and is then asked to think about what happened. There are various clues in the scene itself and children may gain 
further information by rolling over objects and clicking witnesses on screen to see speech bubbles. There are also 
questions which can be asked (players choose 3 from 10) and the answers are then shown.

The	player	then	writes	down	his/her	explanation	of	the	crash’s	cause	in	a	writing	frame	before	comparing	the	final	
police statement showing what actually happened.

This will be an excellent activity for promoting discussion and getting pupils to think about how and why collisions 
happen. It involves both a pedestrian and cyclist and so covers a wide range of road safety learning.

One approach to using this game is to introduce the scenario to the whole class and discuss together what 
might have happened. Pupils can then write down their own police reports before the actual cause is revealed. 
Alternatively, pupils can work on the activity in groups of two or three at computers. The activity ends by reinforcing 
the importance of cycle training.

A follow up activity, which links strongly with Literacy is for children to write an account of the crash from  
various perspectives:
•	An eyewitness account

•	A diary entry for either the cyclist or the pedestrian

•	A newspaper report

Activity 3: Web campaign

Pupils put together a web campaign with a cycling safety theme.

Time •	60+ minutes (pupils may need a second session to present their ideas) 

Resources •	Computers with PowerPoint or equivalent software, digital camera or cameras,  
or large sheets of paper for storyboarding (depending on chosen approach)

•	Pens and paper

•	Activity sheet: Make an ad campaign (Ref: TRC057) 

In this activity children work in groups to create an online advertising campaign. The aim of the campaign can  
be either:
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•	To encourage more children their age to cycle

•	To encourage more children their age to take on Bikeability cycle training (more details on this can be found  
on the Bikeability website: www.bikeability.org.uk

In both cases the emphasis will be on cycling safely.

Children begin by researching cycling safety and in their groups decide on a single key point to get across, such as 
wearing helmets or using lights. Pupils then decide what their web campaign will consist of – it could have video, 
animation, images, adverts or a slide show. Pupils are invited to pitch their ideas to the boss of the website (the 
teacher), like competing advertising agencies.

Each group uses PowerPoint or other media to present their ideas in storyboard fashion, with slogan and other 
details. The class, acting as advisers to the boss, watch the presentations and decide which will be most effective 
in	terms	of	encouraging	cycling	and	reducing	cycling	casualties	amongst	the	target	9-11	age	group.	

The	‘Make	an	ad	campaign’	activity	sheet	could	be	used	to	assist	with	planning.

Activity 4: Sign here

A quiz focusing on different types of road signs.

Time •	40 minutes for the quiz (with 20 minutes for the follow up)

Resources •	Paper and coloured pens

•	PowerPoint: Road signs (Ref: TRC123)

•	Activity sheet: Sign language (Ref: TRC062)

As cyclists, it is vital that children know the Highway Code, can identify hazards and know and understand road 
signs.	In	this	activity,	pupils	are	shown	signs	and	compete	in	groups	to	identify	them	(and	the	significance	of	their	
shapes/colours).

Split the class into groups of about four and explain that they are going to compete in a road safety quiz.  
Take	turns	to	show	each	group	a	sign	for	identification,	recording	a	mark	on	the	board	for	each	correct	 
answer (encouraging conferring), allowing another group to answer after an incorrect response. 

Vary the types of signs and give bonus marks for identifying types:
•	Signs giving orders: mostly circular – blue ones usually tell you what you must do, and ones with red borders 

usually tell you not to do something

•	Warning signs: usually triangular with a red border

•	 Information signs: usually rectangular

After the quiz pupils can design new road signs, either identifying the need for a new sign or can design a sign  
for a given location or situation, e.g. No stopping. 

The	‘Sign	language’	activity	sheet	can	be	used	to	reinforce	learning.

Extension activities

Invite a local bike mechanic visit the school and give a talk about looking after cycles to keep them in good working 
order. This person may also be willing to look at some of the pupil’s bikes to check them for safety. The police 
sometimes	carry	out	this	service	and	it	may	be	worth	checking	with	the	Road	Safety	Officer	whether	this	can	 


